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11 tor of the quality of any experimental result. Proper
12 consideration of this uncertainty is imperative when testing a
13 sample against legal/compositional limits. This task can be
14 quite challenging when the entity measured in the investigated
15 sample is so close to the limit that its uncertainty, however
16 estimated, critically affects decision-making. This explains
17 the many literature contributions discussing the problem.
18 Even though some of the most authoritative organisations
19 have issued specific guidelines aimed at assisting the staff
20 involved in such measurements, several aspects of conformity
21 testing are still debated in the literature. In this review, after a
22 short outline of existing information, somewhat more detailed
23 insight is given into the guidelines of ASME, ISO, and
24 Eurachem/CITAC, because they are the most useful tools for
25 operators of testing and calibration laboratories. Some aspects
26 of Council Directive 96/23/EC are also discussed. Insight into
27 the contents of the mentioned documents enables emphasis of
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33Q2 Introduction
34 It is well known that, when reporting the result of a
35 measurement of a physical quantity, it is mandatory to give
36a quantitative indication of its quality, so that the user of the
37result can assess its reliability [1]. Such an indication is
38represented at best by the measurement uncertainty (MU),
39the value associated with the result of a measurement that
40characterises the dispersion of the values that could
41reasonably (e.g. with a given probability/confidence level)
42be attributed to the measurand [1]. As emphasized by the
43ISO Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measure-
44ment (GUM), without a clear indication of their uncertainty,
45measurement results cannot be compared either among
46themselves or with reference values given in a specification
47or standard [1].
48Unfortunately, when dealing with measurements aimed
49at evaluating conformity with some specification, the
50matter becomes quite complex when the measured entity
51in the sample under investigation (e.g. the concentration
52in chemical analyses) is so close to the specification that
53the MU, anyhow estimated, critically affects decision-
54making. This explains the uninterrupted appearance of
55contributions devoted to discussion of the multi-faceted
56aspects of considering the MU when assessing confor-
57mity to legal or compositional limits [2–32]. As can be
58seen, these papers, listed in chronological order, span the
59last fifteen years. Noticeably, a few of them appeared even
60after some of the most authoritative organisations issued
61specific guidelines aimed at assisting the staff involved in
62such measurements [33–36]. This is probably indicative of
63a still ongoing debate.
64In this review, after a short outline of existing literature
65information a somewhat more detailed insight is given into
66the guidelines of ASME [33], ISO [34], and Eurachem/
67CITAC [35], because they are the most useful tools for
68operators of testing and calibration laboratories. Of course,
69this paper is not aimed exhaustively at presenting the three
70standards, a task that would obviously require much more
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71 extensive types of presentation. Its only objective is to
72 assist a reader in approaching those guidelines and
73 comparing the basic concepts presented therein. Council
74 Directive 96/23/EC [36] is also mentioned and partly
75 discussed. Insight into some of the basic contents of these
76 four last documents [33–36] enables emphasis of a few
77 analogies and discrepancies.
78 Interpreting analytical results affected by measurement
79 uncertainty against limiting values
80 Conformity1 testing is the systematic examination of the
81 extent to which an entity conforms to a specified criterion
82 [34]. A specification for a measurable characteristic (for
83 example, the concentration in chemical analysis) is usually
84 formulated as a single limiting value, e.g. an upper or a
85 lower limiting value, LVU or LVL, respectively, or as a set
86 of limiting values, e.g. both an upper and a lower limiting
87 value. The term specification limit, SL, is also used in place
88 of limiting value.
89 Most frequently, when dealing with a set of limiting
90 values, permitted values of the characteristic are those
91 falling within the LVL–LVU interval. But, in some cases,
92 permitted values are those falling outside that interval. An
93 example of this last situation is that relevant to some
94 inflammable compounds [13]: if their concentration in air is
95 below a given LVL, the gaseous mixture cannot burn or
96 explode whereas if it is above the LVU, the mixture can
97 burn but it cannot explode. Within the two limits the
98 mixture explodes.
99 Several papers have presented the very basic aspects of
100 interpreting how experimental results, being affected by
101 MU, should be interpreted against some specification
102 limits. The problem is schematised by more or less detailed
103 figures in which different measurement results, with their
104 MU interval, are compared with or without a set of LVs [5,
105 7, 10, 16, 20, 26, 27, 31, 37–39]. The uncertainty interval is
106 estimated according to a given confidence level, usually
107 95% (see the next section). Most frequently, the problem is
108 presented as in Fig. 1, or as in its top half. Four possible
109 experimental situations are recognisable at each LV.
110 Occasionally, an additional situation is added in which the
111 measurement result coincides with a limit [7, 10, 37]. In
112 one case, eight different situations are considered [16]. But
113 the four situations A–D of Fig. 1 allow any possible
114 reasoning. By limiting the attention at the upper limiting
115 value only, one can easily argue that in case A the product
116does not comply with the specification, because the whole
117uncertainty interval is above the limit, whereas in case D
118the product complies with the specification, because the
119whole uncertainty interval is below the limit. Of course,
120these two cases do not pose any problem of decision
121making at the selected confidence level.
122In the two remaining cases, B and C, the uncertainty
123interval encompasses the LVU, so knowledge of the
124measurement result does not enable any decision making—
125the result lies in the so-called uncertainty range. Case B does
126not allow statement of conformity at the chosen level of
127confidence (for example, 95%) even if non-conformity is
128more probable than conformity. The opposite applies in case
129C, in which conformity is more probable that non-
130conformity. Then, cases B and C are those requiring further
131investigation. The first possibility is that allowed by using a
132measurement method precise enough to reduce the MU
133interval at the level necessary to move from case B to case A
134or from case C to case D. This solution is not always
135possible, and usually implies a substantial rise of analysis
136cost and time. Alternatively, one can apply the two-stage
137procedure suggested by ISO 10576–1 [34] (see the section
138dealing with that standard). Again, additional measurements
139are necessary so that the cost and time of the analysis are
1 In many of the references cited in this paper, the word “compliance”
is used as a synonym of conformity. Strictly speaking, compliance
indicates the action of making something conform or fulfilling a
regulatory requirement.
Measurement result 
with  its  uncertainty 
interval
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
A
Lower 
limiting 
value
Upper 
limiting 
value
Fig. 1 Assessing conformity when the measurement result is more or
less close to a higher or lower limit. In these figures, as usual, the
permitted values of the characteristic are those falling within the
LVL–LVU interval
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140 accordingly increased. Some authors have suggested that, in
141 cases such as B and C, stating conformity or non-conformity
142 with a level of confidence lower than 95% is better than
143 nothing [7, 10, 37]. However, such a possibility does not
144 always appear realistic, as in the case of court cases in which
145 the conformity or non-conformity statement must be
146 “beyond reasonable doubt” [3].
147 Of course, the discussion about a lower limiting value
148 (half bottom of Fig. 1) mirrors that detailed above.
149 It has also been reported that, even at present, it is
150 possible that some specification makes no reference to
151 properly considering the effects of MU on the assessment
152 of conformity. In these cases “… it may be appropriate for
153 the user to make a judgement of conformity, based on
154 whether the test result is within the specified limits with no
155 account taken of the uncertainty. This is often referred to as
156 a shared risk, since the end-user takes some of the risk that
157 the product may not meet the specification after being
158 tested with an agreed measurement method” [37].
159 Finally, recent papers, when examining uncertain cases
160 such as B and C in Fig. 1, also had the objective of
161 evaluating the effect of MU on producer’s and user’s risk
162 (usually associated to type I and, type II errors, respectively)
163 in classification and conformity assessments [32].
164 Which uncertainty?
165 Nowadays, the term “uncertainty of measurement” is
166 definitely used to mean the expanded uncertainty, U,
167 obtained by multiplying the combined standard uncer-
168 tainty, uc (sometimes reported as uc(y), where y is the
169 estimate of the measurand Y), by the coverage factor, k [1,
170 2, 7, 16, 22, 33–35, 37–39]. The intended purpose of U is
171 to provide an interval around the result of a measurement
172 that may be expected to encompass a large fraction of the
173 distribution of values that could reasonably be attributed
174 to the measurand [1].
175 The combined standard uncertainty is the total uncer-
176 tainty of a measurement result estimated by properly
177 combining all the uncertainty components affecting the
178 whole experimental procedure. Whenever the procedure
179 includes the sampling of the material under examination, it
180 is mandatory considering the uncertainty of sampling
181 among all the other uncertainty components (see for
182 example Refs. [13–15, 34, 35, 39–42]). However, it should
183 be also noted that the combined standard uncertainty is an
184 estimated standard deviation relying on the assumption that
185 no source of uncertainty has been neglected or overlooked
186 and that, consequently, is itself affected by a more or less
187 significant uncertainty. Also the GUM (section G 1.2)
188 emphasizes that the value of the expanded uncertainty is at
189 best only approximate [1].
190The coverage factor is a multiplier chosen on the basis of
191the desired level of confidence to be associated with the
192interval defined by U=k·uc. Most frequently, k is in the
193range 2 to 3 [1]. When the normal distribution applies and u
194is a reliable estimate of the standard deviation of the
195measurand, U=2·uc defines an interval having a level of
196confidence of approximately 95% (more exactly, a level of
197confidence of 95.45%), and U=3·uc defines an interval
198having a level of confidence of approximately 99% (more
199exactly, a level of confidence of 99.73%). However, some
200aspects relevant to the concept of uncertainty still deserve
201specific comments.
202Notwithstanding the detailed and authoritative docu-
203ments intended to explain the meaning of uncertainty, it
204was noticed that surprisingly invalid MUs were sometimes
205provided, often labelled as “standard deviation” [18].
206Examples of such erroneous estimates are an uncertainty
207resulting from calibration only, a repeatability standard
208deviation and a linearity of some calibration curve.
209Moreover, using k=2 or 3 can no longer be accepted if
210the combined uncertainty has too few degrees of freedom
211[1, 19, 26]. If the effective number of degrees of freedom,
212νeff, is too low (for example, fewer then six according to
213Ref. [43], fewer than 30 according to Ref. [19]) the
214Student-t distribution is the most appropriate (approximate)
215choice for associating a level of confidence with U. It is
216known that νeff can be estimated by use of the Welch–
217Satterthwaite formula [1]. As underlined by the GUM, the
218experimental standard deviation of the mean of as many as
219thirty repeated observations of a measurand described by a
220normal distribution has itself an uncertainty of approxi-
221mately 13% [1].
222It is also possible that the reported uncertainty data look
223questionable. In these situations, the Horwitz equation [44–
22446] can sometimes provide a more realistic view [18, 19].
225The equation is usually presented as:
RSD% ¼ 2 10:5log mfð Þð Þ ð1Þ
2267Where RSD% is the among-laboratory relative standard
228deviation and mf is the analyte mass fraction (e.g. mf=10−6
229means mg kg−1). The equation describes the precision
230performances of a measurement method without regard to
231the nature of the analyte, the type of test material, the
232applied analytical technique, and the complexity of the
233procedure. Equation 1 is presented in Fig. 2. Acceptable
234performances usually provide variability values within one-
235half to twice the predicted RSD% [45]. Within-laboratory
236values are expected to be one-half to two-thirds of the
237among-laboratory values [46]. Even if significant devia-
238tions from the estimates obtained by the Horwitz equation
239are possible (Ref. [47] and references cited therein)
240nevertheless, the equation is still an acceptable basis for
Uncertainty of measurement and conformity assessment: a review
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241 reviewing doping cases [18], especially when no credible
242 MU and no proficiency testing data are available, or when
243 no performance requirements are defined [19]. But it must
244 be stressed that the Horwitz equation should never be used
245 as a substitute for the experimental uncertainty estimate of a
246 result.
247 It was also worthwhile mentioning the need to avoid
248 confusion between the uncertainty associated with the
249 experimental measurements and that associated with setting
250 the conformity limiting values [17]. The latter only reflects
251 uncertainties associated with evaluating the potential
252 deleterious effects of a particular value of the characteristic
253 under examination when the entity subject to conformity
254 assessment is used in a certain context [17]. Situations in
255 which an uncertainty is associated both with the limiting
256 value and with the analytical result were also discussed [7,
257 10]. But according to the ISO 10576–1 international
258 standard (see the relevant section) the MU should neither
259 explicitly nor implicitly be referred to in the designation of
260 the LVs [34].
261 It was also emphasized that MU cannot be evaluated
262 without metrological traceability. This is particularly
263 mandatory in forensic contexts, in which it is important
264 that MU contains all relevant factors, including all
265 traceability chains [19].
266 Finally, it was also suggested that, if possible, much
267 more reliable conformity tests can be performed by using
268 uncertainty estimates from interlaboratory comparisons in a
269 learning process [14].
270Test for conformity versus tests for non-conformity
271A usually neglected aspect when dealing with some
272limiting value is that, before performing a test, one should
273decide whether it has to be a test for conformity or a test for
274non-conformity [12, 13]. In particular, it was emphasized
275that, if a declaration of conformity with the specifications
276cannot be stated, it does not mean that the sample under
277examination is in non-conformity. It can only be stated that
278the test failed to demonstrate conformity. Likewise, if non-
279conformity cannot be stated, it does not mean that the
280sample under examination is in conformity with the
281specifications [13]. The distinction between the two tests
282is also considered by the ISO standard (see below) [34] and
283was already emphasized by Currie [47]: ”Acceptance of a
284hypothesis, based on statistical testing, must not be taken
285literally. More correctly, one simply fails to reject the
286hypothesis in question. For example, non-detection of an
287analyte does not prove its absence.” and “….Assumption
288testing, itself, rests upon assumptions. The vast majority of
289statistical tests performed on the chemical measurement
290process and its results, for example rely upon the
291assumptions of randomness and normality”.
292So, after a test for conformity, statement A can be
293claimed: “The measurements have demonstrated, beyond
294any reasonable doubt, that the value of the measurand is in
295conformity with the requirements”. On the contrary, after a
296test for non-conformity, statement B can be claimed: “The
297measurements have demonstrated, beyond any reasonable
298doubt, that the value of the measurand is not in conformity
299with the requirements”. If the result of the selected test is
300inconclusive, statement C can be claimed “The measure-
301ments have not been able to demonstrate, beyond any
302reasonable doubt, if the value of the measurand is or is not
303in conformity with the requirements” [13]. These state-
304ments perfectly correspond to those reported in paragraphs
3057.2–7.4 of the ISO standard [34].
306Signal and concentration domains
307In general, conformity or non-conformity tests may deal
308with any type of target variable or measurand. When
309dealing with most chemical analyses, the measurand is a
310concentration, however expressed. In this case, tests are
311relevant to comparison of the concentration of a given
312analyte in a sample under investigation with a concentration
313limiting value (or a set of concentration LVs). In these
314cases, decision making is usually performed in the
315concentration domain (CD): measurement results with their
316MU intervals (whatever evaluated) are compared with the
317proper legal/compositional concentration limiting value, as
318done in Fig. 1.
10
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0
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Fig. 2 Graphical illustration of the Horwitz equation. RSD% is the
among-laboratory relative standard deviation and mf is the analyte
mass fraction
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319 When confronting the problem of testing for conformity
320 with a concentration LV, some authors tried to develop
321 alternative approaches enabling decision-making to be
322 performed directly in the signal domain (SD), that is by
323 comparing the signal of the sample under investigation with
324 the signal relevant to a sample containing exactly the
325 specified LV (e.g. to a suitable certified reference material,
326 CRM). Then, the conclusion of the comparison had simply
327 to be translated to the CD by a proper calibration constant.
328 It is well known that the physical quantities of interest
329 (concentration in this case) cannot be measured directly but
330 are connected to the measured signals through a calibration
331 constant [48]. This view is at the basis of some accepted
332 approaches suitable for estimating the limit of detection
333 (LOD), where proper statistical tests must enable evaluation
334 of whether the concentration of the analyte in the sample
335 under investigation is higher than zero (see, for example,
336 among the most authoritative, Refs. [49, 50]). Of course,
337 estimating the LOD is a problem quite similar to that of
338 assessing conformity, where proper statistical test must
339 enable evaluation of whether the concentration of the
340 analyte in the sample under investigation is higher (or
341 lower) than a limiting value.
342 But comparing signals requires proper consideration
343 of both false-positive (type I) and false-negative (type II)
344 errors: see for example the ISO approach to the LOD
345 [50]. Approaches have been tentatively proposed for
346 assessing conformity to some limiting values by working
347 in the SD and considering both types of errors [4, 6, 8,
348 11]. Unfortunately, they suffer from disadvantages, name-
349 ly the actual availability of the CRM containing exactly
350 the concentration of the analyte specified by the limiting
351 value, [6, 8, 11] (quite an improbable case) and, if
352 available, the uncertainty of the analyte concentration in
353 the analysis certificate of the CRM [20]. In subsequent
354 papers, approaches were proposed for performing a test
355 for conformity, or a test for non-conformity, by working in
356 the concentration domain but, at least, by taking into
357 account both false-positive and false-negative errors [20,
358 23]. In particular, an approach was proposed based on an
359 existing model of the limit of detection [28].
360 Interpretative problems
361 Several papers were intended to deal with some peculiar
362 aspects of conformity tests. Attention was focused at
363 cases in which legislative limits were set below the
364 detection capability of the existing analytical techniques
365 [9]. The examined case study showed that legislation
366 based on limiting values may sometimes be beyond
367 analytical capability, and that the limited analytical
368 capability can be exacerbated by the practice of reporting
369as “undetected” results falling below the limit of
370detection [9].
371The rules for stating when a limiting value is exceeded
372were introduced in a paper where, after discussing the one-
373stage and two-stage procedures detailed in Ref. [12] and
374subsequently adopted by the ISO guidelines [34] (see the
375section about the ISO guidelines, below), the authors
376suggested two procedures for estimating the number of
377measurements necessary for appropriate reliability of the
378results [12, 13].
379Another paper was intended to highlight some experi-
380mental problems preventing uniform implementation of
381legislative standards in the EU and Codex [22]. The authors
382emphasized that often there is no common interpretation of
383analytical results across the EU in the food sector, so that
384significantly different decisions may be taken after analy-
385sing the same sample. Particular attention directed at the
386consequences of reporting and using the experimental
387results in different ways, considering, or not, the recovery
388and using results including a different number of significant
389figures [22].
390Economic aspects affecting conformity assessment were
391also considered by some authors. One paper discussed
392economic terms of common rules in conformity assessment
393based on measurement by extending tools of sampling
394when using inspection by variable and inspection by
395attribute [24]. Another paper discussed decision-making
396in conformity assessment in terms of effective cost
397associated with measurement, testing and incorrect
398decision-making [31].
399Attention was also drawn to the need to provide an
400unambiguous and simple procedure for assessing confor-
401mity by designing really appropriate decision rules for
402conformity tests (see the following sections). This should
403require the knowledge of the acceptable level of the
404probability of making a wrong decision. The author
405emphasized that, at least in principle, the acceptable level
406of the probability of making a wrong decision can be
407determined if the cost/consequence of taking a wrong
408decision is known [25]. Unfortunately, as in the case of
409measurements concerning contaminants in foods, little or
410no information is usually available [25].
411Finally, when introducing the methods used by
412accredited calibration laboratories, for example within the
413Deutscher Kalibrierdienst (e.g. the German accreditation
414body for calibration laboratories, DKD), it was also
415reported that when measuring a characteristic for confor-
416mity with a tolerance zone, e.g. in the case of a set of LVs, a
417statement of conformity should only be made if the ratio of
418the width of the tolerance zone to the standard uncertainty
419associated with the estimate of the characteristic is
420sufficiently large [27]. Such a condition can be quantified
421by the measurement capability index, Cm, e.g. the ratio of
Uncertainty of measurement and conformity assessment: a review
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422 the width of permissible values to some multiple of the
423 standard uncertainty associated with the estimate of the
424 characteristic [27] or, analogously, to some multiple of the
425 standard deviation representing the variability of the process
426 or product [32]. This aspect is also managed in the ASME
427 document [33] (see the N:1 decision rule in the relevant
428 section).
429 International standards
430 As anticipated in the Introduction, at present the guidelines
431 of ASME [33], ISO [34], and Eurachem/CITAC [35] are
432 among the most useful tools for the operators of testing and
433 calibration laboratories involved in assessing conformity or
434 non-conformity with given specification. This because they
435 describe procedures sufficiently simplified to be widely
436 interpretable and managed.
437 The ASME document providing guidance for assessment
438 of electrical and mechanical products, is briefly discussed
439 here below, because:
440 1. its principles inspired the Eurachem/CITAC guide [25,
441 26, 35]; and
442 2. it is a convenient introduction to the concept of guard
443 bands and decision rules.
444 The terminology adopted below can differ from the original
445 terminology used in the three documents because of the
446 need to use the same symbols for the same object/
447 quantities.
448 The ASME B89.7.3.1-2001 guidelines
449 The objective of the ASME B89.7.3.1-2001 standard
450 “Guidelines for decision rules: considering measurement
451 uncertainty in determining conformance to specifications”
452 (the ASME guidelines from now on) is to facilitate the
453 development of understanding between suppliers and
454 customers regarding proper consideration of MU in
455 conformity tests [33]. It was prepared by the American
456 Society of Mechanical Engineers, but it can greatly help in
457 understanding the other guidelines because it lists some
458 basic definitions.
459 According to the ASME guidelines [33], a decision rule
460 is a documented rule that describes how MU will be
461 allocated with regard to accepting or rejecting a product
462 according to its specification and the results of a measure-
463 ment. An acceptance zone is the set of values of a
464 characteristic, for a specified measurement process and
465 decision rule, that results in product acceptance when a
466 measurement is within this zone. A rejection zone is the set
467 of values of a characteristic, for a specified measurement
468process and decision rule, that results in product rejection
469when a measurement is within this zone. A transition zone
470is the set of values of a characteristic, for a specified
471measurement process and decision rule, that is neither in
472the acceptance nor rejection zone.
473A guard band is the magnitude of the offset from the
474specification limit to the acceptance or rejection zone
475boundary.
476Simple acceptance means a situation when the accep-
477tance zone equals and is identical with the specification
478zone. Simple rejection means a situation when the rejection
479zone consists of all values of the characteristic outside the
480specification zone. Relaxed acceptance means a situation
481when the acceptance zone is increased beyond the
482specification zone by a guard band (Fig. 3a). In a binary
483decision rule, relaxed acceptance is accompanied by
484stringent rejection. Stringent acceptance, in contrast ,
485means a situation when the acceptance zone is reduced
486from the specification zone by a guard band(s) (Fig. 3b). In
487a binary decision rule, stringent acceptance is accompanied
488by relaxed rejection.
489It should be kept in mind that conformity tests including
490the choice of the guard band are based on limitations
491stemming from economic, health, or other fields of interest.
492The tests performed rely on scientific criteria and limi-
493tations, but the final decision is from the outside world.
494The ASME guidelines identify different cases of
495acceptance and rejection zones by decision rules. In
496particular, it reports that the most common form of
497acceptance and rejection in industry is that performing
498simple acceptance and rejection using an N:1 decision rule.
499N:1 means that the measurement interval, result±U, cannot
500be larger than the fraction 1/N of the specification zone.
501Usually N is taken equal to 3 or 4. Of course, using this
502decision rule can lead to decision making problems when
503the measurement result is too close to the specification limit
504(s). Because the N:1 decision rule is not applied by the ISO
505and Eurachem/CITAC guidelines [34, 35], it is not
506considered in the following paragraphs.
507To increase confidence that a rejected product is
508actually out of specification, e.g. by choosing a low risk
509for the producer, ASME guidelines apply a stringent
510rejection and relaxed acceptance. This means that the
511relaxed acceptance zone is obtained by increasing the
512specification zone by a Z% guard band at the specifica-
513tion limit or at both specification limits. Z% is the size
514of the guard band expressed as a percentage of the
515expanded uncertainty (a 100% guard band has the
516magnitude of U) (Fig. 3a).
517Similarly, to increase confidence in product quality by
518reducing the probability of accepting an out-of-specification
519product, e.g. by choosing a low risk for the consumer,
520ASME guidelines apply a stringent acceptance and relaxed
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521 rejection. Here the acceptance zone is obtained by reducing
522 the specification zone by the guard band(s) amount. Again
523 the size of the guard band is expressed as a percentage of U
524 (Fig. 3b).
525 The ISO 10576–1 international standard
526 The objective of the ISO 10576–1 international standard
527 (the ISO standard from now on) is to provide assurance of
528 conformity or assurance of non-conformity, either in the
529 form of supplier’s declaration, or of a third party certifica-
530 tion. In its introduction, the ISO standard, also, provides
531 some definitions. Conformity testing is defined as a
532 systematic examination of the extent to which an entity
533 conforms to a specified criterion [34]. The limiting values
534 (LV) or specification limits (SL) are the specified values of
535 the characteristic giving upper and/or lower bounds of the
536 permissible values. The region of permissible values is the
537 interval or intervals of all permissible values of the
538 characteristic. The region of non-permissible values is the
539 interval or intervals of all values of the characteristic that
540are not permissible (Fig. 4). The intervals are based on
541accepted and required probabilities.
542The ISO standard also details the requirements for
543defining limiting values. The entity and the quantifiable
544characteristic of the entity shall be clearly and unambigu-
545ously specified, the test procedure should be a standardised
546one and, as already cited in the section Which uncertainty?,
547the MU shall neither explicitly nor implicitly be referred to
548in the designation of the LVs. The ISO standard reports
549examples of single and double LVs and specifies that the
550uncertainty interval shall be determined according to the
551GUM [1].
552The principal feature of the ISO standard is the
553recommendation that the conformity test be performed as
554a two-stage procedure, in agreement with a previous
555suggestion [12, 13]. The advantage of the two-stage
556procedure is a substantially higher probability of declaring
557conformity for entities with permissible values of the
558quantity of interest (the concentration, in chemical analy-
559ses) which are closer to the LV. The two-stage procedure is
560represented in Fig. 5. By the wording “appropriate
561combination of the two (set of) measurement results”
EXAMPLE OF GUARD BANDS USED FOR CREATING A BINARY DECISION RULE WITH
STRINGENT ACCEPTANCE AND RELAXED REJECTION ZONES (ASME B89.7.3.1-2001)
Upper 
specification 
limit
Lower 
specification 
limit
gIn gIn
Stringent acceptance zone Relaxed rejection zoneRelaxed rejection zone
Specification zone
SYMMETRIC TWO-SIDED RELAXED ACCEPTANCE AND STRINGENT REJECTION 
ZONES (ASME B89.7.3.1-2001)
gOut gOut
Relaxed acceptance zone Stringent rejection
zone
Stringent rejection
 zone
Specification zone
A
B
Upper 
specification 
limit
Lower 
specification 
limit
Fig. 3 a Symmetric two-sided
stringent rejection and relaxed
acceptance according to ASME;
b Symmetric two-sided relaxed
rejection and stringent
acceptance according to
ASME
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562 (Fig. 5) it is meant that, in the second stage, the decision
563 can be taken by computing the average estimate of the
564 quantity of interest and its uncertainty interval by using the
565 n2 results obtained in the second stage only or those
566 obtained in the second stage plus the n1 results obtained in
567 the first stage. The one-stage procedure is applied when the
568 two-stage procedure is not necessary, because the first stage
569 enables the necessary decision making, or when it cannot
570 be performed by some reason. Of course, the one-stage
571 procedure stops at the end of the first stage of Fig. 5.
572 Conformity/non-conformity may be assured if, after
573 performing the measurement procedure and calculating the
574 MU, the estimated uncertainty interval of the measurement
575 result is inside the region of permissible/non-permissible
576 values.
577 The ISO standard introduces both tests for conformity
578 and for non-conformity, by specifying the following
579 possibilities of reporting the results of the conformity
580 assessment:
581 & Assurance of conformity: the conformity test has
582 demonstrated beyond any reasonable doubt that the
583 value of the characteristic is in conformity with the
584 requirements.
585 & Assurance of non-conformity: the conformity test has
586 demonstrated beyond any reasonable doubt that the
587 value of the characteristic is not in conformity with the
588 requirements.
589 & Inconclusive result: the conformity test has not been
590 able to demonstrate beyond any reasonable doubt that
591 the value of the characteristic is or is not in conformity
592 with the requirements.
593The Annex B of the ISO standard reports few illustrative
594examples [34].
595The Eurachem/CITAC guide
596The Eurachem/CITAC guide (the Guide from now on) [35]
597was issued more recently than the ASME and ISO stand-
598ards and, as already reported, it follows the principles
599outlined in ASME B89.7.3.1-2001 [33]. The principles of
600the Guide were also detailed in a recent paper [26]. As
601already reported, the Guide describes typical scenarios
602arising when some measurement result is used for assessing
603compliance with an upper LV according to Fig. 1. As with
604the ASME guidelines [33] and ISO standards [34], the
605Guide assumes that uncertainty has been evaluated by the
606method provided by ISO [1] and Eurachem [43] and
607includes the uncertainty of sampling. Most of definitions
608are equivalent to those given by ASME and ISO. As done
609by ASME, the Guide emphasizes that the key to the
610assessment of conformity is the concept of decision rules.
611Decision rules enable determination of Acceptance and
612Rejection zones. The zones are determined in such a way
613that if the measurement result lies in the acceptance zone
614the product is in conformity with the requirements while, if
615it lies in the rejection zone, it is in non-conformity with the
616specification. In mentioning the different zones, the Guide
617does not mention simple, stringent, and relaxed zones as
618ASME does.
619In addition, the Guide presents cases of more or less
620simple decision rules. In particular, it gives details of a
621decision rule set up by the Article 6 - Interpretation of
622results of Directive 96/23/EC [36] (see the next section):
6231. The result of an analysis shall be considered non-
624compliant if the decision limit of the confirmatory
625method for the analyte is exceeded.
6262. If a permitted limit has been established for a substance,
627the decision limit is the concentration above which it can
628be decided with a statistical certainty of 1−α that the
629permitted limit has been truly exceeded.
6303. If no permitted limit has been established for a
631substance, the decision limit is the lowest concentration
632level at which a method can discriminate with a
633statistical certainty of 1−α that the particular analyte
634is present.
6354. For substances listed in Group A of Annex I to
636Directive 96/23/EC, the α error shall be 1% or lower.
637For all other substances, the α error shall be 5% or
638lower.
639As emphasized by the Guide, such statements correspond to
640a decision of non-conformity or rejection with low
641probability of false rejection (high confidence of correct
Fig. 4 Division of the domain of the characteristic in regions of
permissible and non-permissible values according to ISO 10576–1.
RPV, region of permissible values; RNPV, region of non-permissible
values. a Case of an upper LV; b case of a lower LV; c First case of
double limits (the region of permissible values is within the limits); d
second case of double limits (the region of permissible values is
outside the limits)
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642 rejection) (Fig. 6a). It is easily observed that, in practice,
643 the acceptance zone in Fig. 5a corresponds to the relaxed
644 acceptance zone according to ASME (reported in Fig. 3a).
645 In the case presented above, the value of the guard band,g,
646 is chosen so that, for a measurement result greater than or
647 equal to LV+g, the probability of false rejection is less than
648 or equal to α. A typical value of α (the probability of false
649 positive errors) is 5%.
650 Analogously, in Fig. 6b the acceptance zone corre-
651 sponds to the stringent acceptance zone according to
652 ASME guidelines (reported in Fig. 3b). Some potentially
653 unclear aspects of the Eurachem/CITAC definition of
654 acceptance and rejection zones were recently discussed
655 [29, 30].
656Appendix A of the Guide reports some examples of how
657the guard bands can be determined. In general the size of
658the guard band is k·u (see the section Which uncertainty?).
659A point deserving some comment is relevant to Case 1a, in
660which only the standard uncertainty, u, is available [35]. It
661is reported that in many cases, current practice is to use k=
6622. As stated by the Guide, on the assumption that the
663distribution is approximately normal, this choice gives a
664level of confidence of approximately 95% that the value of
665the measurand lies in the interval y±2·u. On this basis, the
666Guide states that “the probability that the value of the
667measurand is less than y+2·u is approximately 97.5%.” It is
668likely that this last sentence can be quite perplexing to
669readers not well trained in probability distributions.
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
Stage 1
Perform the measurement procedure
Calculate the uncertainty interval, IMU
Stage 2
Perform the measurement procedure once more
Determine an appropriate combination of the two 
measurement results and calculate the new IMU
Is IMU inside RPV?
Does IMU include
a SL?
Inconclusive test
Conformity may be
assured
IMU is entirely included 
in the RNPV
NO
Is IMU inside RPV?
Does IMU include
a SL?
Non-conformity 
may be assured
Fig. 5 Flow diagram for the
two-stage procedure. IUOM: un-
certainty interval
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670 Figure 7a enables elucidation of the difference between
671 95%, e.g. the percentage area of the distribution included in
672 the y±2uc interval, and 97.5%, e.g. the area at the left of the
673 y+2uc value. Figure 7b displays the situation for a guard
674 band equal to one uc. The reported values are those
675 obtained by the following equations for Fig. 7a:
Zyþ2uc
y2uc
f ðcÞdc ffi 0:954 ð2Þ
6767678
Zy2uc
0
f ðcÞdc ffi 0:023 ffi
Z1
yþ2uc
f ðcÞdc ð3Þ
67980 and by the following equations for Fig. 7b:
Zyþuc
yuc
f ðcÞdc ffi 0:683 ð4Þ
6812683
Zyuc
0
f ðcÞdc ffi 0:159 ffi
Z1
yþuc
f ðcÞdc ð5Þ6845
686About Directive 96/23/EC
687The Commission Decision of 12 August 2002 (the Decision
688from now on) was aimed at implementing Council
689Directive 96/23/EC concerning the performance of analyt-
690ical methods and the interpretation of results obtained in the
691monitoring of specific substances and residues thereof in
692live animals and animal products, when they affect public
693health (available online) [36]. The Decision provides rules
694for the analytical methods to be used in the testing of
695official samples and specifies common criteria for the
Acceptance zone Rejection zone
Acceptance zone Rejection zone
LV
a)
b)
g: guard band
g: guard band
Fig. 6 Acceptance and rejection zones for am upper LV according to
Eurachem/CITAC
2.3%2.3%
47,7%47,7%
g
y
Upper limiting
value
2uc2uc
c 
f(c)
A
B
15.9%
34.1%
g
y
Upper limiting
value
ucuc
34.1%
15.9%
f (c)
c 
Fig. 7 a Explanation of the sentence “If the size of the guard band is
2·u, then the probability that y is less than y+2·u is approximately
97.5%”. b same as a but the size of guard band is u
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696 interpretation of analytical results of official control
697 laboratories for such samples. The Article 6 - Interpretation
698 of results is reported here in the section dealing with the
699 Eurachem/CITAC guide.
700 In the Annex “Performance Criteria, Other Requirements
701 and Procedures for analytical methods” the Decision gives
702 the following definitions:
703 1.11. Decision limit (CCα) means the limit at and above
704 which it can be concluded with an error probability
705 of α that a sample is non-compliant.
706 1.12. Detection capability (CCβ) means the smallest
707 content of the substance that may be detected,
708 identified and/or quantified in a sample with an
709 error probability of β. In the case of substances for
710 which no permitted limit has been established, the
711 detection capability is the lowest concentration at
712 which a method is able to detect truly contaminated
713 samples with a statistical certainty of 1−β. In the
714 case of substances with an established permitted
715 limit, this means that the detection capability is the
716 concentration at which the method is able to detect
717 permitted limit concentrations with a statistical
718 certainty of 1−β.
719 CCα and CCβ are concentration values. It follows that
720 CCα is the upper limit of the region of permissible
721 concentration values. The Decision should represent a
722 qualified reference for operators of laboratories accredited
723 for official residues control. Unfortunately, it was shown
724 that some statements of the Decision can generate misun-
725 derstanding and/or confusion [21]. For example, Articles
726 3.1.2.5 and 3.1.2.6 of the Decision recommend estimation
727 of CCα and CCβ according to ISO 11843 [51]. But ISO
728 11843 uses different symbols (xC and xD in place of CCα
729 and CCβ), considers sample statistics (t-distributions) in
730 place of population statistics (normal distributions) and
731 estimates the two limits by use of somewhat different
732 approaches [21]. Moreover, the Annex of the Decision
733 explains the meaning of CCα in the relevantQ3 Fig. 3.2. But
734 that figure can mislead the reader, because it reports CCα in
735 a frequency versus response diagram [21] whereas CCα is
736 a concentration. In contrast, the subsequent Fig. 3 of the
737 Decision correctly shows CCβ in a frequency versus
738 concentration diagram.
739 Worked examples
740 Worked examples in such a trickymatter as conformity testing
741 are hardly representative of the plethora of possible experi-
742 mental situations. Nevertheless, some examples representa-
743 tive of basic experimental situations are presented here to help
744 readers evaluate ISO and Eurachem/CITAC approaches.
745Example 1
746The first example deals with the ISO approach [34] according to
747the flow diagram reported in Fig. 5 (the two-stage procedure).
748The 98/83/EC directive on the quality of water
749intended for human consumption specifies the upper
750limit value LVu=10 μg L
−1 for the concentration of
751arsenic in drinking water [52]. When using a two-stage
752procedure, the sample is divided into two subsamples, and
753the second is only used if the uncertainty interval, IMU,
754contains the limiting value. The ISO approach accepts
755uncertainty intervals given in the form of a confidence
756interval (subclause 6.4). Suppose that the measurements
757are performed with a standard measurement procedure which
758operates with a combined standard uncertainty of uc=
7591.485 μg L−1 at concentration levels around the LVu.
760According to the ISO approach (Annex B, Example 2), if
761n independent measurements, each with uncertainty σY, are
762performed and the arithmetic mean of the measurements is
763Y , then the confidence interval is given as:
Y 
z1a2
; sYffiffiffi
n
p ð6Þ
7645where z1a2
is the 1 a2 quantile of the standard normal
766distribution.
767A first series of three independent analyses of the arsenic
768concentration in the first water subsample gives the
769concentration CAs;1 ¼ 9:09mgL1. Using z1a2 ¼ 1:96 (often
770approximated to 2.0) to choose α=0.05, one can obtain the
771uncertainty interval:
IMU ¼ 9:09 1:96  1:485ffiffiffi
3
p ¼ 9:09 1:68 mgL1 ð7Þ
7723Because the upper limit value, LVu=10 μg L
−1, is within the
774uncertainty interval, the test is inconclusive at the given
775confidence level.
776A second series of four independent analyses of the
777arsenic concentration is then performed with the second
778water subsample. This gives the result CAs;2 ¼ 8:66mgL1.
779The uncertainty interval is now:
IMU ¼ 8:66 1:96  1:485ffiffiffi
4
p ¼ 8:66 1:46 mgL1 ð8Þ
7801Again the upper limit value, LVu=10 μg L
−1, is within the
782uncertainty interval and the test is inconclusive.
783The results of both set of measurements are the
784combined. The concentration of arsenic resulting from the
785seven measurements is:CAs ¼ CAs;13þC247 ¼ 8:84 mgL1.
786The new IMU is:
IMU ¼ 8:84 1:96  1:485ffiffiffi
7
p ¼ 8:84 1:10 mgL1 ð9Þ
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7878 This uncertainty interval is all below the LVu. This last
789 result enables the statement of conformity with the
790 specified limit at the given confidence level.
791 Example 2
792 The second example deals with the Eurachem/CITAC
793 approach [35]. In this case, one should define the size of
794 the guard band and choose to perform a test enabling high
795 confidence of correct rejection (as in Fig. 6a) or high
796 confidence of correct acceptance (as in Fig. 6b).
797 Commission regulation (EU) No 105/2010 of 5 February
798 2010 amending Regulation (EC) No 1881/2006 setting
799 maximum levels for specific contaminants in foodstuffs
800 with regard to ochratoxin A specifies the upper limit value
801 LVu=80 μg kg
−1 for the concentration of ochratoxin A in
802 liquorice extract [53]. Suppose that the combined uncer-
803 tainty of a measurement method, evaluated before
804 performing the necessary measurements, is 3.5 μg kg−1.
805 By using the above data, choosing α=0.05 and performing
806 the test enabling high confidence of correct acceptance, the
807 guard band is equal tog=1.65·3.5=5.775 μg kg−1. The
808 guard band is subtracted from the upper limit value. The
809 acceptance zone then ex tends to 80–5 .775 =
810 74.225 μg kg−1. Suppose that the concentration of
811 ochratoxin A in two samples are 86.07 μg kg−1 and
812 72.33 μg kg−1. The first sample is rejected and the second
813 is accepted. In contrast, when performing the test is to
814 enable high confidence of correct rejection, the guard band
815 is added to the upper limit value. The acceptance zone then
816 extends to 80+5.775=85.775 μg kg−1. In this second case,
817 both samples are accepted.
818 Conclusions
819 This literature information confirms that some aspects of the
820 assessment of conformity with legal or compositional limiting
821 values deserve further developments. A general agreement
822 exists about the need to properly take into account the
823 uncertainty of measurement in decision making, and use of
824 the correct MU (including the sampling uncertainty compo-
825 nent and estimated according to GUM). But problems still
826 exist, especially concerning the need for unification and/or
827 unequivocal formulation of the wording of prescriptions by
828 the regulatory Authorities. Finally, decision making could be
829 greatly facilitated by issuing really unified and, consequently,
830 generally agreeable and usable guidelines.
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